
Anchor App 
Create a podcast. 

1. Open the Anchor app , log in, and select New Episode. 

2. Record your Audio clips.  Click the + and choose to Record.  

3. Once you are done, you can add background music to your  re-
cording if you like.  Then save your recording and add your audio 
clips to the timeline. 

4. Click the + again to record another audio clip or to add another 
type of media, such as an interlude between clips or sound effects. 

5. Preview the episode. Repeat the above steps if more clips need to 
be  added. Drag your different clips to rearrange the order if needed. 

 

To Save:   When all is complete, Publish episode.  Name the episode 
and Publish.  You can then choose to download the file or get a link 
to share.  

#Podcasting 

Download the App:   

h ps://goo.gl/xRu5Xo 
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